Case Study
Leading Canadian bank and global financial services company
The client is one of the largest banks in Canada and a leading global financial services company with more than 80,000
employees in over 36 countries. The organization serves more than 16 million clients worldwide across its portfolio of
businesses, including over 800,000 wealth management clients.

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

Single provider for high-performance, low-latency network
connectivity worldwide

Dedicated bandwidth, point-to-point Ethernet and low-latency optical transport

The client’s wealth management operations team lacked the ability to
effectively manage network performance across its more than 200 offices
worldwide. The bank’s network was a complex patchwork of services
from multiple regional and local vendors, making it difficult to manage.
Additionally, the organization’s financial trading teams required low-latency
connectivity between its trading desks in New York and London and the
major financial exchanges.
This situation called for a service provider that could deliver redundant,
high-capacity connectivity worldwide as well as low-latency services for
the bank’s financial trading operations. The client sought a single service
provider that could meet its needs globally and simplify its network
management model.
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The client evaluated several service providers with these requirements in
mind. GTT delivered a comprehensive solution, including dedicated bandwidth
and low-latency services. The client selected GTT based on its global reach,
industry-leading low-latency network, presence in premier global data
centers, direct connections to leading financial exchanges, dedicated account
management and agile service delivery.
GTT deployed point-to-point Ethernet services to over 200 locations across
North America, Europe and Asia, with the ability to scale up bandwidth to
keep pace with the bank’s ever-changing business requirements. The network
design also incorporated backup Dedicated Internet Access and broadband
connections at each office to ensure uptime.
Finally, GTT provided the client with low-latency optical transport, connecting
the bank’s financial trading desks in London and New York to major financial
exchanges over GTT Express. GTT Express is a state-of-the-art transoceanic
optical cable system that offers the market’s lowest available latency between
North America and Europe.

THE GTT DIFFERENCE

Optimized connectivity for
all office locations
GTT’s global reach,
coupled with the flexibility
of the proposed network
solution, met all the bank’s
requirements, allowing the
organization to exchange
high volumes of data and
easily scale bandwidth as
sites were added. GTT
helped the client eliminate
the complexity of managing
multiple vendors while
ensuring reliable, fast
and secure connectivity
worldwide.

Low-latency connectivity to
key data centers and
financial exchanges
GTT’s low-latency
network spans the globe,
providing the bank with
fast, dedicated bandwidth
and secure connectivity to
meet its stringent network
performance requirements.

Business continuity
assurance
GTT’s design incorporated
redundant internet and
broadband access,
ensuring the client stays
up and running, even if the
primary connection goes
down. The diverse failover
options include cable, DSL
and 4G wireless.

User-friendly self-service
client portal
Through GTT’s EtherVision
portal, the client gained
detailed insight into network
performance and real-time
statistics, along with the
ability to view order status
and billing.

Superior
client support
GTT prides itself on delivering
services with simplicity,
speed and agility. The client’s
dedicated GTT account
team worked to ensure fast
and secure initial delivery of
services across more than 200
wealth management offices
around the world. GTT also
provided ongoing high-touch
technical support, backed by
the company’s 24x7 global
network operations centers.

Contact Us
For more information, contact the GTT Channel Team at:
moreinfo@gtt.net
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